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L. GENERAL

1.01 This section describes the preliminary
testing necessary on local and toll voice

frequency facilities to be used for data trans-
❑ission circuits. This preliminary testing
should be done as soon as possible after facil-
ities are allocated so that any irregularities
may be found and remedial measures applied be-
fore circuit line-up procedure is started.

1.02 The ❑ajority of facility sections used
for data circuits require equalization

for envelope delay distortion. The required
equalization to be specified for a particular
circuit is computed for the facility and length
involved under the assumption of a smoothly
loaded and terminated line with no appreciable
Impedance irregularities. Any irregularities
on a particular pair ❑ay affect the delay dis-
tortion and hence circuit performance. Since
it is generally not feasible to make delay dis-
tortion ❑easurements and provide delay equali-
zation for irregular conditions, it is neces-
sary to determine in advance if such irregular-
ities do exist and eliminate them whenever pos-
sible.

1.03 Typical irregularities which may be en-
countered that will effect envelope delay

conditions include:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Missing loading coils.

One or more coils of different inductance.

Long or short loading end sections.

Long or short intermediate or looping
sections.

Missing subscriber loop loading.

Bridged taps on subscriber cables.

cables of different capacitance per mile.

Incorrect or inissingterminations.

The existence of any o? these faults to a de-
gree that will effect the envelope delay and
circuit performance can be detected by imped-
ante-frequencymeasurements on the proposed pairs
as described below.

2. TESTING PROCEDURE

2.01 All pairs involved should first be tested
for opens, shorts, crosses and grounds

before impedance measurements are ❑ade. Meas-
urements of dc resistance should be made on all
facilities to determine any possible error in
assignment records and any high resistance
splices or other conductor fault. When measur-
ing on nonsoldered facilities special attention
should be given to any varying resistance con-
ditions indicative of splice faults. In making
these resistance measurements, a low battery
voltage should be used in order to avoid clear-
ing or breaking down high resistance joints.
Detailed instructionsfor these Wheatstone bridge
measurements are given in the E41 and G72 series
of these practices.

2.02 The above measurements should be checked
against the layout Information to deter-

mine any possible error in the records of the
assigned facilities.

2.03 Impedance-frequency ❑easurements should
be made on the terminal exchange facili-

ties and on sections of toll voice-frequency
facilities. On the exchange facilities, pairs
should be connected through from the toll test-
board to the subscribers’ premises and, for test-
ing purposes, terminated in a 600-ohm impedance
using inequality ratio repeating coils if re-
quired. Impedance-frequency measurements on
voice-frequency toll facilities should be maae
in both directions between testboards with the
pair terminated smeothly at the far end in an
impedance matching that of the line facility.

2.04 Measurements should be ❑ade with the im-
pedance bridge section of the new E-type

repeater test set Or equivalent impedance bridge
suitable for measurement in the 200- to 3000-
cycle range. An oscillator similar to the Hew-
lett-Packard type 200C or 200CD or the 19C will
be required and a detector such as the 2B noise

measuring set, Hewlett-Packard type 400C vacuum
tube voltmeter or similar voltmeter to operate
with the impedance bridge. Test cords will be
required to connect the oscillator and detector
to the impedance bridge and from the impedance
bridge to the line terminals.
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2.0S In making the impedanoe-frequency meas-
urements for this purpose, It will be

sufficient in most cases to determine only the
impedance magnitude. The angle of the imped-
anoe and its sign is generally not required to
determine the smoothness of the olrcult to the
de~ree necessary nor to lhcate any lrregUlari-
tles that may be present. This limitation to
magnitude measurements only will simplify the
operation of the test set and require consider-
ably less testing time per circuit.

2.06 Measurements should be made in such a way
as to record the absolute maximum and

❑inimum peaks of impedance magnitude rather
than values at discrete frequencies. These
peaks can be detected most readily by swinging
the oscillator frequency control through a peak
and watching the detector needle for maximum
and minimum indications, changing scales on the
detector or the oscillator output when neces-
sary.

2.07 Test arrangements for Impedance Measure-
❑ents with the E-repeater test set are

outlined below and shown on Fig. 1.

(a) Comect the output of the 19C or HP200
oscillator to the OSC jack of the test

set with a W3AL test cord.

(b) Connect the NP400C vacuum tube voltmeter
to the DET jack of the test set with a

WSAL test cord. A 600-ohm resistor and 0.01
mf capacitor should be connected to a General
Radio Co. 274MB plug and patched into the in-
put of the NP400C voltmeter.

(c) If the 2B noise measuring set is used as
a detector, connect the input of the set

to the DET jack of the repeater test set with
the W3AL cord. Patch the 2B set patching
cord into the LINE jacks. Calibrate the 2B
set according to standard procedures using
FLAT weighting and dummy plugs in the SOUND
jacks. Rotate DRdialto maximum counter-clock-
wise position.

(d) Comect the line to be measured to the
repeater test set IMP I jack by suitable

test cords, disconnecting any terminal or of-
fice equipment from the cable pair terminals.

2.08 Detailed operation of the E-repeater test
set is covered in Section E40.658. Part 4

and Part 6 covering impedance ❑easurements
and Figs. 9 and 10 showing test equipment con-
nections. However, where only the impedance
magnitude of line facilities is required the
following simplified procedure will be found
adequate.

(a) Connect and terminate airouit and teSt
equipment as in Paragraph 2.03 and Par8-

graph 2.07.

(b) Turn the selector switch S1 of the test
set to the REF 1 position under IMPEDANCE.

(c) Set the oscillator at a desired frequenoy
and adjust the oscillator output aontrol

and the sensitivity of the detector to obtain
a convenient ❑eter reading. Note this read-.— —
~

(d) Rotate the selector switch S1 to position
HAG and adjust the four dials of the re-

sistance standard on the front of the test
set to obtain the same db reading of the de-
tectoras noted in Paragraph2.08(c). Threadi-
ng of the resistance standar& is the msgni-
tude of the line impedance in ohms. cheek
the accuracy of the adjustment by switching
back and forth between the REF 1 and NAG Po-
sit~ons of selector switch S1.

(e) Repeat the &bove prooedure while slowly
sweeping the oscillator frequency over

the desired band and recording the impedanoe
magnitude at all indicated maximum and ❑lni-
mum peaks of impedance. (Minimum volt~e
peaks on the voltmeter will indicate maxi-
impedance points and maximum voltage 8111
give the minimum Impedance points.)

2.09 The value of all peaks of impedance mag-
nitude should be ❑easured from 200 cycles

to cutoff including values at sufficient dis-
crete values of frequency where no discernible
peaks occur to be able to plot the characteris-
tic over the entire voice-frequency band. Al-
though only the band from YOOO to 2500 cycles
is of interest for envelope delay characteris-
tic, the entire band will be useful in the iden-
tification and location of any irregularities
that exist.

3. RESULTS

3.01 The impedance values obtained should be
plotted on cross-section paper with a

vertical scale such as to definitely show the
maximum and ❑inimum peaks and the recorded points
connected with straight lines. (Form E-138-A
or Form 1015 ‘Impedance Measurement Curve
Sheets” will be found convenient for this pur-
pose.)

3.02 Draw vertical lines at 1000 and 2500 eY-
cles and determine the maximum and mini-

mum impedance values between these limits. The
per cent impedance irregularity should be tom-

——.——
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puted as a departure from the average of these
two values. For example in Fig. 7:

p
Maximum Impedance = 1880 ohms (2500 cycles)
Minimum Impedance = 930 ohms (2000 cycles)
Average = 1405 ohms
Max. Departure from Avg. = 475 ohms

P
Per Cent Irregularity = 33.8%

Note: This circuit with the bridged tap re-
Z is shown in Fig. 5 having an impedance

● Irregularity computed as above of 15.8$.

3.03 For terminating sections of the circuit
w (from the test point to the customer’s

termination), the impedance irregularity, as

r

computed above should not exceed 20 per cent.
For line sections between testboards with the

. far end smoothly terminated the irregularity
should also be no greater than 20 per cent.

3.04 In those cases where impedance irregular-
ities greater than those indicated in

Paragraph 3.03 exist the impedance-frequency
characteristic for the complete band from 200
cycles to cutoff should be plotted and the ir-
regularity located in accordance with standard
locating practices (Section E31.130). In long
sections with intermediate offices, it may be
desirable to repeat these measurements at local
testboards within the section and closer to the
irregularity. Remedial ❑easures may then usu-
ally be applied to ❑eet the above limits be-
tween 1000 and 2500 cycles.

3.05 Figs. 2 to 7 illustrate the type of im-
pedance ❑easurements to be expected on

typical combinations of loop and trunk facili-
ties. The magnitude of the deviations encoun-
tered from such items as long sections, bridged
taps, end missing loading coils will, of course,
depend not only on the magnitude of the fatit
but its distance from the ❑easuring end.

Attaahed
Figures 1 thru 7 inclusive
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CUSTOMERS ADJACENT TOLL OFFICE
PREMISES Repeat Toll Facilities

Rotio
Coil Loco[

Measurements ot eoch point

B@

Co.
6oon

Exchonge Facilities V. F Toll Facilities

il
To Line Impedonce

!

Matching
Termination

~
7

4 E REPEATER
JK ~.

? TEST SET 6 DET.
JK x

200C or t9C VTVM

OSCILLATOR W3AL Cord

‘/

W3AL Cord
2BWNMS

< Use 145A Resistor (600n) ond
KS 13391 -L3 Copocitor(.Olmf)
on 274 MB Genl. Radio Plug on
VTVM. For 2B NMS see Poro. 2.07c

Fig. 1 ARRANGEMENT OF TEST EQUIPMENT FOR IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
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Fig.2- smothLine
60,000ft.- 22H88-3000ft.e~ s=tiO~
ImpedanceIrregu~W “ 17.5$
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Fig.h - Effeotof bw L@P* *ction
63;000ft.- 22n80,3000ft.O@ sectio~
y300 ft. excess at 10WW P~t
Im@anoeI.rreguhrity- 35%

?ig. 5 - SmothcombinationGaoge~P
ab,amft.- 22/211Ha8- ylGoft.endSeothle
~e Imegular!!t#- 15.8X
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i200

800

400

FREQUENCY-CYCLES

FREOUENCY-CYCLEs

?@. 7- Combination Oa. Looptith&id@ Tap
211,0Cnft. - 22/2M8e- ~ ft.eml eectiom
3000 ft. B.T. bet- thiml end fomth coil
I~CG Irr?@arlty - 33%
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